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Route (Fig. 1): From Kraków we drive NE by road
79 (direction Sandomierz) to Ostrowce (ca. 82 km from
Kraków) and then northwards by local roads to Stopnica and by road 756 to Szydłów (stops A1.1 and A1.2).
From Szydłów we turn W by road 765 to Chmielnik (19
km), then turn S by road 73; after 4 km at Śladków Mały
(near roadside inn ‘Wilczyniec’) we turn left to local dirt
road leading (ca. 1 km) to the agrotourism farm Rafał
Gawlik (stop A1.3, lunch & accommodation). After
lunch, we drive back to Chmielnik and by road 78 and
local roads reach stop A1.4 between Sędziejowice and
Chomentówek. We return to Chmielnik and Śladków
Mały (road 73) and by local eastward road reach stop
A1.5 near Suskrajowice. From there we return to the
agrotourism farm in Śladków Mały for the night. On the
second day, we use local roads and road 73 to reach stops
A1.6‒A1.13 (distance ca.12 km) between Chmielnik and
Busko Zdrój. We drive further by road 73 to Busko Zdrój
and continue to Kraków by road 776 (105 km).

Fig. 1. Route map of field trip A1.

Introduction to the trip

(Beaumont, 1981; Flemings & Jordan, 1989). Its width

Forebulge shelf depozone and
peripheral unconformity

and bathymetric gradient depend upon the flexural rigidity of the underlying lithosphere and the orogen structural growth. The forebulge basinward flank is a flexural
depozone that straddles the transition between the outer

Peripheral bulge, or forebulge, is the outer marginal

craton area of denudation and the deep-water realm of

part of a foredeep basin formed by lithospheric flexure

foredeep syncline. This shelf depozone receives sediment
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eroded off the adjacent craton, while its accommodation

sedimentological approach can reveal the stratigraphic

space is controlled by both tectonics and eustatic sea-

anatomy of a composite peripheral unconformity in a fore-

level changes (Catuneanu et al., 1998; Catuneanu and

deep basin and shed light on the orogen-driven forebulge

Sweet, 1999).

kinematics and basin tectonic history.

Forebulge depozones and foredeep peripheral unconformities have been little studied, as they are poorly

Geological setting of the excursion area

exposed or virtually non-preserved. The simplified numer-

The excursion area is located in the outer central

ical models of a steady-state forebulge retreat, though most

segment of the Polish Carpathian Foredeep (Fig. 2A),

instructive, have inadvertently suggested that the resulting

at the land-locked northwestern extremity of Miocene

peripheral unconformity is a simple time-transgressive

epicontinental Paratethys Sea (Fig. 2B). The flexural fore-

onlap feature (e.g., see Flemings and Jordan, 1989, figs

deep evolved by a northward thrusting of the Carpathian

6–8, 11; Sinclair et al., 1991, figs 8–13; Sinclair, 1997, fig. 2;

orogen against the margin of the European Platform,

Allen and Allen, 2005, fig. 4.33). This idealized model is by
no means a universal stratigraphic guide, not least because
the episodes of forebulge retreat alternate with episodes
of its arching (Flemings and Jordan, 1990; Jordan and
Flemings, 1991; Ettensohn, 1994; DeCelles and Currie,
1996; Currie, 1997). The sediment supply and eustatic sealevel changes come further into play, and their immediate
impact is much stronger on the forebulge shelf than in the
foredeep interior. The forebulge shelf is subject to frequent
bathymetric changes and its shoreline is prone to rapid
shifting, which renders the peripheral unconformity and
onlap pattern far more intricate than portrayed by idealized ‘steady-state’ model.
These aspects of composite peripheral unconformity
have been recently addressed by a sedimentological study
of the Miocene forebulge shelf of the Polish Carpathian
Foredeep (Leszczyński and Nemec, 2015). The topic of
excursion A1 is to demonstrate some of the results of this
study, which compares local sequence stratigraphy with the
eustatic record and focuses on the deposits of a prominent
mid-Serravalian clastic wedge known as the Chmielnik
Formation. The forebulge shelf has a well-defined palaeogeographic gradient and its deposits have a negligible
tectonic tilt, while showing several rapid shoreline shifts.
High-resolution stratigraphy of regional palaeogeographic
development remained difficult to reconstruct because of
widely isolated outcrops. Biostratigraphic data are of little
help, as the whole clastic wedge is within a single nannoplankton biozone. The excursion aims are: (1) to review
the range of sedimentary systems in a classic forebulge
depozone, as recognized from a typical mosaic of isolated

Fig. 2. (A) Location of the field trip area in the Polish Carpathian
Foredeep. (B) The field trip area in a broader palaeogeographic
framework of the Miocene Paratethys (map modified from Reuter et
al., 2012). (C) Geological map of the field-trip area without Quaternary cover (modified from Instytut Geologiczny, 1961).

outcrops; (2) to demonstrate how the local palaeoenvironmental changes can be regionally correlated on the logical
basis of sequence stratigraphy; and (3) to show how this
6
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Fig. 3. Schematic model of the central segment of the Miocene Polish Carpathian Foredeep with an approximate location of the field trip area
(studied by Leszczyński and Nemec, 2015). Note the peripheral bulge flank and its general N–S bathymetric gradient, with a roughly linear
northern shoreline and a digitated western shoreline related to bedrock topographic ridges.

Fig. 4. Middle Miocene lithostratigraphy of the northern margin of Polish Carpathian Foredeep (based on Dudziak and Łaptaś, 1991;
Jasionowski et al., 2004; Stachacz, 2007; De Leeuw et al., 2010) with a corresponding interpretation of relative sea-level changes in terms of
systems tracts, the Tethyan calcareous nannoplankton zones (after Hilgen et al., 2012) and eustatic sea-level curve (after Snedden & Liu, 2010;
adjusted to the Neogene time scale of Hilgen et al., 2012). The letter symbols of systems tracts (terminology after Helland-Hansen, 2009):
FRST ‒ forced-regressive systems tract; HST ‒ normal-regressive highstand systems tract; LST ‒ normal-regressive lowstand systems tract;
TST ‒ transgressive systems tract. The timing of orogen main thrusting events is after Kováč et al. (1998) and Oszczypko (2004).
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where a peripheral bulge formed (Fig. 3). The forebulge

The Chmielnik Formation forms a stratigraphic

crest is the bedrock ridge of the Holy Cross Mountains

coarse-clastic wedge within the muddy Machów forma-

to the north of the excursion area. The forebulge shelf

tion and pinches out basinwards. In cratonward direc-

depozone has a pre-defined palaeogeographic gradient

tion, it covers unconformably the Pińczów Forma-

with land area to the north and deep-water realm to the

tion (Dudziak and Łaptaś, 1991; Garecka and Olsze-

south (Fig. 3). The foredeep in its inner part accumulated

wska, 2011) or locally also the pre-Miocene bedrock

a thick (1‒3 km) succession of early to middle Miocene

(Rutkowski, 1976) (Fig. 2C). The Chmielnik Formation

deep-marine to deltaic siliciclastic deposits, which were

has been studied since the 19th century (see review

partly overridden by the Carpathian thrust wedge (Fig. 3;

by Czapowski, 1984) and dated to the Paratethyan

Porębski et al., 2003; Oszczypko et al., 2006). In the outer

latest Badenian–early Sarmatian (Fig. 4) on the basis

part of the foredeep, a northwards-thinning succession

of foraminifers (Łuczkowska, 1964; Olszewska, 1999),

of middle Miocene biogenic limestones, evaporites and

macrofauna (Czapowski and Studencka, 1990) and

clastic deposits (Fig. 4, left), up to a few hundred metres

calcareous nannonplankton (Peryt, 1987; Dudziak and

thick, onlapped the denudated Palaeozoic‒Mesozoic

Łaptaś, 1991; Garecka and Olszewska, 2011). The main

bedrock of the peripheral bulge (Figs 2C, 3; Alexandro-

part of the formation, up to 30 m thick (Czapowski,

wicz et al., 1982).

2004), has an estimated time-span of ca. 1.1 Ma in the
upper part of biozone NN6 (Fig. 4; Dudziak and Łaptaś,

The Chmielnik Formation

1991; Peryt, 1997). The formation basal part (Fig. 4), with

The Chmielnik Formation (Alexandrowicz et al.,

an estimated mean thickness of less than 10 m and a

1982), originally referred to as the ‘detrital Sarma-

time-span of ca. 450 ka, has been recognized only locally

tian’ (Kowalewski, 1958; Rutkowski, 1976), consists of

(Dudziak and Łaptaś, 1991) and dated to the transition of

shallow-marine coarse clastic deposits that form the

biozones NN5–NN6 and lower NN6.

uppermost part of sedimentary succession in this central

The deposits of the Chmielnik Formation range on

segment of the forebulge flank (Fig. 4). The formation

a local scale from weakly cemented, nearly pure silici-

occurs at the surface (Fig. 2C), beneath a thin cover of

clastic sandstones to well-cemented calcarenites and

Quaternary deposits, and its isolated outcrops are mainly

calcirudites with or without significant siliciclastic

abandoned quarry pits. Sedimentation was controlled

admixture, including interbeds of calcareous to non-

by both the orogen tectonism (Rutkowski, 1976, 1981;

calcareous mudstones and sporadic pelitic, microbial

Czapowski and Studencka, 1990; Wysocka, 1999) and the

serpulid or coralline-algal limestones (Rutkowski, 1976;

Paratethys responses to eustatic sea-level changes (Rögl,

Czapowski, 1984; Czapowski and Studencka, 1990).

1998, 1999; Piller et al., 2007). Marine sedimentation in

Sarmatian marine fauna is locally mixed with trans-

this part of the foredeep commenced in the early Lang-

ported plant leaves and terrestrial/freshwater gastropods

hian (Alexandrowicz et al., 1982; Jasionowski, 1997) with

(Zastawniak, 1974, 1980; Górka, 2008; Stworzewicz et

paralic deposits of the Trzydnik Formation and carbon-

al., 2013). The deposits have generally been considered to

ates of the Pińczów Formation (Fig. 4). The evaporative

be of nearshore origin, passing basinwards into offshore

drawdown recorded by the Krzyżanowice Formation

mudstones, with palaeocurrent directions in the azimuth

(Fig. 4; Kwiatkowski, 1972; Peryt, 2006) was followed by

range of 100–190° (Rutkowski, 1976; Czapowski, 1984;

another marine transgression, represented by the muddy

Czapowski and Studencka, 1990; Łaptaś, 1992), indicat-

Machów Formation (Fig. 4; Oszczypko et al., 1992;

ing a combination of seaward and alongshore sediment

Oszczypko, 1998). The Chmielnik Formation (Fig. 4)

transport. However, sedimentological documentation

is a coarse-clastic nearshore equivalent of the Machów

was sparse and the exact pattern of relative sea-level

Formation that first extended basinwards and then was

changes, shoreline shifts and palaeogeographic develop-

rapidly covered by the latter in the middle Serravalian

ment remained controversial and unclear.

(Jasionowski, 2006). The Tortonian witnessed a gradual

According to the study by Leszczyński and Nemec

withdrawal of the sea towards the southeast (Dziadzio,

(2015), the Chmielnik Formation consists of fluvio-

2000; Dziadzio et al., 2006).

deltaic, foreshore and shoreface deposits with a range of
8
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Fig. 5. Palaeogeographic reconstruction of the development of Chmielnik Fm. in the fieldtrip area (see regional setting in Fig. 2). Slightly modified from Leszczyński and Nemec (2015). (A) The mid-Serravalian regression begins with an encroachment of lower- to upper-shoreface sands
onto the muddy offshore-transition deposits of the Machów Fm. (see Fig. 4). The northern shoreline passed Chmielnik and approaches locality
A1.1, while the digitated western shoreline remains outside the study area. Western littoral sand shoals form on ESE-trending bedrock ridges,
and fault scarp-attached sand bars form at localities A1.1 and A1.2. (B) The regressive northern shoreline approaches locality A1.3, while a
wave-dominated spit bar extends to the ESE through localities A1.4–6 to become merged with the regressive shoreline. (C) A zoomed-in sketch
showing the northern shoreline reaching localities A1.7–9, where beach deposits and sandy shoal-water delta form, while a tide-dominated new
sandy spit begins to extend eastwards through locality A1.12. (D) The northern shoreline reaches locality A1.8 when forced regression forms an
incised fluvial valley at locality A1.7 with a corresponding gravelly shoal-water lowstand delta developing to the south (Fig. 20) and a lowstand
beach forming at locality A1.9. The east-advancing spit bar concurrently extends from locality A1.12 to localities A1.11 and A1.13, while becoming wave-dominated. (E) Minor marine transgression occurs, followed by a highstand normal regression, whereby the incised valley at locality
A1.7 is drowned and filled by Gilbert-type bayhead delta, while the adjacent strandplain at locality A1.8 is concurrently inundated and covered
with regressive upper-shoreface deposits. The subsequent major transgression forms a transgressive shoreface unit at all localities and brings
back muddy offshore-transition deposits of Machów Fm. to the study area (see profile in Fig. 4, top).

large littoral sand bars, all enveloped in muddy offshore-

right). The study by Leszczyński and Nemec (2015) has

transition deposits. The formation comprises a poorly

demonstrated that the forebulge depozone is an extreme

exposed basal transgressive wedge and two subsequent

case of an accommodation-controlled shelf, where the

regressive wedges (Fig. 4, left), which jointly reveal an

combination of tectonism, eustasy and sediment supply

active interplay of orogen-driven forebulge tectonism,

has a profound palaeogeographic, environmental and

sediment supply and 3 -order eustatic cycles (Fig. 4,

stratigraphic impact. Detailed facies analysis of fore-

right). Facies analysis indicates rapid shoreline shifts

bulge deposits may allow recognition of the relative role

and allows palaeogeographic reconstruction of envi-

of these factors.

rd

ronmental changes (Fig. 5). A similar interplay of the

The Miocene composite peripheral unconformity in

main controlling factors is recognizable in the whole

the Polish Carpathian Foredeep (Fig. 6B) differs markedly

mid-Miocene sedimentary succession that accumulated

from the idealized model of a ‘steady-state’ flexural onlap

in the forebulge depozone, with the tectonic cycles of

(Fig. 6A), as do also most other documented worldwide

alternating forebulge uplift and subsidence spanning ca.

cases. It is therefore suggested that the forebulge sedimen-

800–900 ka and the episodes of uplift correlating with

tary successions and peripheral unconformities, instead of

the main pulses of Carpathian orogen thrusting (Fig. 4,

being simplified in terms of the idealized model, should
9
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Fig. 6. Dynamic stratigraphy of foredeep peripheral unconformity.
(A) An idealized ‘steady-state’ onlap portrayed by forebulge continuous-retreat models. (B) The present case model for the Miocene
peripheral unconformity in the central segment of the Polish
Carpathian Foredeep (see stratigraphy in Fig. 4). From Leszczyński
and Nemec (2015).
Fig. 7. Geological map showing detailed location of the fieldtrip
stops A1.1 and A1.2.

rather be studied in detail as they bear a high-resolution
record of regional events and give unique insights into the
local role of tectonism, eustasy and sediment yield. Analysis

Stop A1.1 Abandoned sandstone quarry on the
Lisi Kamień hill near the village of Osówka Stara

of the stratigraphic anatomy of peripheral unconformity
aids reconstruction of the forebulge kinematics and foredeep tectonic history (see Leszczyński and Nemec, 2015).

(50°36´20˝N, 20°59´29˝ E; Fig. 7); access by local dirt
road.

Stop descriptions

The deposits (coarse-grained to pebbly calcarenites)
All outcrops in this field excursion are easily acces-

are upper-shoreface to foreshore facies representing the

sible from the car parking places, within a walking

late Serravalian shoreline of the Chmielnik Fm. at its

distance of 5–15 minutes. The excursion focuses on the

early-regressive northern location (north of locality A1.2).

isolated outcrops of the Chmielnik Formation in the

The shoreface deposits form giant foreset on the inferred

Szydłów–Sędziejowice–Zwierzyniec area (Fig. 1B), and

hanging wall of an east-striking syndepositional normal

its aim is to demonstrate and discuss the spectrum of

growth-fault and appear to have been deformed by rota-

sedimentary systems on a classical forebulge shelf. It will

tional sliding while burying the active fault escarpment

be discussed further how the events recorded in the local

(Fig. 8). They are covered with south-prograding gravelly

outcrop sections can be correlated according to the basic

foreshore deposits, which also seem to have been affect-

principles of sequence stratigraphy to reveal the shelf

ed by a subsequent minor reactivation of the fault. The

depositional history (see also Leszczyński and Nemec,

synsedimentary extensional faulting, better documented

2015). [The ensuing text refers also to Plates 1–3 given as

by Łaptaś (1992) in coeval deposits farther to the east,

attachments in the electronic version of the guide.]

indicates forebulge doming (see e.g., Agarwal et al., 2002).
10
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Fig. 8. Interpreted portion of the NW wall of outcrop at stop A1.1 (Figs 1B, 7). The main part of succession (units 1–7) consists of uppershoreface deposits accumulated as a giant foreset on the hanging wall of an inferred normal fault, with evidence of syndepositional rotational
he
sliding. The covering top part (units 9 and 10) comprises south-prograding uppermost shoreface and relic gravelly foreshore deposits. T
walking stick (lower left) is 1 m.

Stop A1.2 Escarpment of the Ciekąca brooklet
in Szydłów

This east-striking sandstone body is isolated and lenticu-

(50°35´18˝ N, 21°00´05˝ E; Fig. 7) at the western foot
of the church-hosting local hill.

long and less than 1 km wide (Łaptaś, 1992). Its foreset

lar in plan-view shape, estimated to be a few kilometres
is at least 13 m thick (top unpreserved). The strata inclination of 25–35° decreases tangentially to 15–20° at the

Another fault scarp-attached, large littoral calcar-

transition to a subhorizontal (<10°) bottomset of finer-

enitic bar with giant-scale, south-dipping foreset strati-

grained sandstones (base unexposed). The bar foreset

fication and listric rotational slide detachments (Fig. 9).

shows numerous reactivation surfaces and common

Fig. 9. (A) Giant foreset stratification with listric rotational slides in a fault scarp-attached littoral sand bar at stop A1.2 ( Figs 1B, 7). (B)
Close-up detail of the same bar, showing a listric detachment smeared with homogenized sand, shear-induced drag folds (dashed lines) and
synsedimentary fractures; the outcrop portion is ~5 m high. (See also similar coeval cases in Plate 1.). From Leszczyński and Nemec (2015).
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synsedimentary deformation in the form of slump
folds, listric detachments (Fig. 9A), related drag folds
and soft-sediment fracturing (Fig. 9B). The bottomset, recognized in wells, is underlain by a heterolithic
succession of fine-grained sandstones intercalated with
mudstone and marlstone layers (Łaptaś, 1992), considered to be lower-shoreface deposits. Similar other
coeval large bars attached to syndepositional fault
escarpments were recognized by Łaptaś (1992) over
a distance of 30 km to the east (see Plate 1).

Stop A1.3 Rock escarpments around
the Gawlik family agrotourism farm
in Śladków Mały
(50°34´53˝ N, 20°05´14˝ E; Fig. 10)
The sandstones and conglomerates here represent
the regressive upper shoreface and foreshore of the
Chmielnik Fm. at the palaeoshoreline younger location to the south of stops A1.1 and A1.2. The well-sorted deposits have a variable proportion of calciclastic
and siliciclastic components, reflected in their varied
degree of cementation. The horizontally bedded arenites in the outcrop lower part (Fig. 11A) show mainly
planar parallel stratification with numerous subhori-

Fig. 10. Geological map showing detailed location of field-trip stop
A1.3 (modified from Instytut Geologiczny, 1961).

zontal truncations, but also wave-ripple cross-lamina-

Fig. 11. (A) Interpreted portion of the outcrop at stop A1.3 (Figs 1B, 10); the measuring stick (scale) is 1 m. (B) Close-up view of the sharp contact
between foreshore and underlying shoreface deposits; the visible part of measuring stick is 14 cm. (C) Close-up view of shoreface sandstones
showing planar parallel (PPS), swaley (SCS) and hummocky stratification (HCS); the measuring stick is 1 m. (D) Close-up detail of inclined
foreshore strata composed of well-sorted very coarse-grained sand rich in granules and small pebbles; the visible part of measuring stick is
16 cm. (E) Bedding surface of foreshore deposits with swash-aligned pebbles and diffuse sand ribbons; the measuring stick is 13 cm.
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tion and both swaley and hummocky stratification in the
lowest part (Fig. 11C). The range of stratification types
and the lack of argillaceous interlayers indicate deposition in a perennially wave-worked upper shoreface environment (Clifton, 1981; Hampson, 2000). Planar parallel
stratification alternating with subordinate wave-ripple
cross-lamination indicates fair-weather wave action with
generally high but fluctuating orbital velocities (Clifton
et al., 1971; Komar and Miller, 1975). The associated
trough cross-stratification represents linguoid or lunate
dunes driven by wave-generated littoral currents (Clifton
and Dingler, 1984). Swaley and hummocky stratifications
indicate deposition by storm-generated combined flows
(Dumas and Arnott, 2006).
The sandstones show slight upward coarsening and
are overlain by a solitary foreset of granule to finepebble conglomerate, 120–140 cm thick, with strata
inclined southwards at 15–25° (Fig. 11A). The basal
part of tangential foreset shows coarse-grained sand
rich in outsized subspherical pebbles and small cobbles
(Fig. 11B). Sediment is polymictic, generally well rounded and well sorted (Fig. 11D), with the stratification
surfaces showing dip-aligned pebbles and diffuse sand
ribbons (Fig. 11E). These deposits are thought to represent a mixed sand-gravel foreshore system dominated

Fig. 12. Geological map showing detailed location of field-trip stop
A1.4 (modified from Instytut Geologiczny, 1961).

by moderate- to high-energy waves (Massari and Parea,
1988). The sandy toeset rich in outsized gravel is the
beach ‘outer-frame’ facies of Bluck (1999). The diffuse
dip-parallel lineation on foreset surfaces is a signature

in the southern outcrop (Fig. 12). The foreset abounds in

of beach swash (Allen, 1982). These gravelly deposits are

internal truncation and reactivation surfaces (Fig. 13A).

interpreted as a regressive strandplain that prograded

The bottomset consists of fine- to medium-grained sand-

rapidly to the south.

stones with planar parallel stratification and both swaley
and hummocky strata sets (Fig. 13B).

Stop A1.4 Rock escarpments
on the eastern side of the asphalt road
between Sędziejowice
and Chomentówek

The deposits are thought to represent the subaqueous
platform (sensu Meistrell, 1972) of a coarse-grained spit
system similar to those described by Nielsen et al. (1988)
and Nielsen and Johannessen (2008) (see Plate 2A).

(50°34´23˝ N, 20°39´42˝ E; Fig. 12)

The wave-dominated spit prograded towards the ESE

The outcrops show foreset and bottomset deposits of

and is estimated to have been about 1.5 km wide and

an early-stage coarse-grained spit platform built towards

11 km long, reaching the eastern stops A1.5 and A1.6

the ESE in a relatively deep (≥10 m) shoreface water. The

(Figs 1B, 12). The foreset truncation and reactivation

northern outcrop (Fig. 12) exposes the upper part of

surfaces are due to both storm erosion and gravitation-

a thick foreset (>6 m; topset non-preserved) of steeply

al collapses. The bottomset consists of upper-shoreface

east-inclined cross-strata of well-sorted, granule-rich

deposits, yet abnormally inclined (10–15°), as is gener-

very coarse-grained sand. The lower part of the foreset

ally characteristic of advancing spit systems (Nielsen

and its transition to a less inclined bottomset are exposed

and Johannessen, 2008).
13
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Fig. 13. (A) Foreset of granule sandstone with numerous reactivation surfaces (R) in a spit-bar platform at stop A1.4 (Figs 1B, 12; see
Plate 2A); arrows indicate coarse-grained massive sediment avalanches; the measuring stick is 13 cm. (B) The upper-shoreface sandstones of
spit platform bottomset at the same locality, with planar parallel (PPS), swaley (SCS) and hummocky (HCS) stratification; the direction of
spit progradation is away from the viewer; the measuring stick is 21 cm.

Stop A1.5 Sand pit near Suskrajowice
(50°34´23˝ N, 20°39´42˝ E; Fig. 14)
The outcrop shows the most distal part of the same
wave-dominated spit system (stop A1.4) that extended
itself towards the ESE along the south-advancing and
shoaling general shoreface (see Fig. 5B). The spit platform
here, built in shallower water, is strikingly different. The
inclined (15–18°) beds of upper-shoreface sandstones
show planar parallel stratification and obliquely accreted
dune cross-strata sets (Fig. 15) – similar as observed in
the platforms of other shoal-water spits (Nielsen and
Johannessen, 2008; see Plate 2B).
Stop A1.6 Sand pit in Borzykowa
(50°34´23˝ N, 20°39´42˝ E; Fig. 14).
The outcrop shows sandy deposits of the southern flank
of the same distal shoal-water spit system (stop A1.5) with
east-inclined (15–18°), parallel-stratified shoreface facies
overlain by foreshore facies (Fig. 16A). The lower part of
spit platform contains thin interbeds of calcareous mud
(Fig. 16B), indicating deposition in a lower shoreface environment. The sparsely preserved coarse-sandy foreshore
deposits at the top represent the spit-bar ridge.
Stop A1.7 Escarpment along a fish pond
near the local shop in Młyny
(50°33´08˝ N, 20°43´30˝ E; Fig. 17).
The north–south outcrop section, 150 m long (Fig. 18),
shows basal marl-interlayered mid-shoreface sandstones
(poorly exposed) overlain by a sandy shoal-water delta

Fig. 14. Geological map showing detailed location of the field-trip

and incised further by a fluvial valley that was flooded by

stops A1.5 and A1.6 (modified from Instytut Geologiczny, 1961).
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Fig. 15. (A, B) Close-up views of two opposite outcrop walls showing upper shoreface sandstones of spit-bar platform at stop A1.5 (Figs 1B, 14);
note in A the alternation of trough cross-stratification and inclined (10–20°) planar parallel stratification. The spit bar prograded to the ESE and
the dune cross-strata sets were accreted obliquely (see Plate 2B). The measuring stick is 1 m.

Fig. 16. Sandy deposits of spit-bar platform at stop A1.6 (Figs 1B, 14). (A) Lower- to upper-shoreface deposits, remarkably inclined towards
the ENE, overlain by relic foreshore deposits in the sand-pit western wall. (B) Close-up detail of lower-shoreface deposits with mudstone
interlayers. The visible part of measuring stick is 40 cm.

Fig. 17. Geological map showing detailed location of the field-trip
stops A1.7–9 (modified from Instytut Geologiczny, 1961).
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the sea and filled by a gravelly Gilbert-type bayhead delta

poorly exposed about 1.6 km to the south (Fig. 20; local-

(Fig. 19A) – all eventually drowned by a major marine

ity not included in this trip).

transgression (see Fig. 5C–E). The lowstand shoal-water

The incised valley-fill at stop A1.7 reaches 5 m in

delta corresponding to the phase of valley incision is

thickness and is estimated to be ca. 40 m wide. The south-

Fig. 18. A photomosaic overlay line-drawing of bedding architecture in the longitudinal outcrop section at stop A1.7 (Figs 1B, 17), approximately parallel to the incised palaeovalley. The numerical values on outcrop are the strata dip azimuth and angle. For facies interpretation,
see legend. From Leszczyński and Nemec (2015).

Fig. 19. (A) Deposits of a sandy shoal-water delta exposed beneath the incised palaeovalley floor at stop A1.7 (Figs 1B, 17 and 18, upper panel).
Note also the nucleation point of the overlying valley-fill Gilbert-type delta. (B) Bedding architecture in the transverse outcrop section at
stop A1.7 (Figs 1B, 17), approximately perpendicular to the incised palaeovalley, located 22 m to the south of the longitudinal section shown
in Fig. 18. The delta foreset here is dipping towards the viewer. The photograph shows details of the delta-toe sandstones with spoon-shaped
scour-and-fill strata sets cross-cutting one another; the yellow measuring stick (scale) is 12 cm.
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Fig. 20. Mouth bar of a gravelly shoal-water lowstand delta formed at the southern extension of the incised valley seen at stop A1.7. Outcrop
at locality 12 in Fig. 5D, south of A1.7, not included in the excursion programme. From Leszczyński and Nemec (2015).

ward progradation of valley-filling delta was disturbed by

adjacent locality (for outcrop details, see Leszczyński and

a gravitational collapse of the valley’s undercut western

Nemec, 2015, fig. 14).

wall, recorded as a large mound of sedimentary breccia

multiple scoop-shaped scour-and-fill features, 40–70 cm

Stop A1.9 An abandoned quarry in the hamlet
of Schodnia, west of Młyny
(50°32´56˝ N, 20°42´40˝ E; Fig. 17); outcrop on the S side
of local asphalt road

deep and a few metres wide, cross-cutting one another

The quarry western wall, 4 m high (Fig. 21A), shows

(Fig. 19B). Similar features, resembling trough cross-

regressive foreshore deposits at the southern reaches of

stratification and referred to as ‘spoon-shaped depres-

the mid-Serravalian regressive shoreline (see Fig. 5D)

sions’, were recognized at the toes of many modern and

overlain by a gravelly transgressive lag and sandy trans-

ancient Gilbert-type deltas (e.g., Breda et al., 2007, 2009).

gressive shoreface deposits. The foreshore (strandplain)

(Fig. 18, lower middle panel; see also Plate 3 and discussion in Leszczyński and Nemec, 2015). In a transverse
outcrop section, the delta-toe pebbly sandstones show

deposits form a foreset of steeply southwards-inclined

Stop A1.8 Escarpment along another fish pond
in the south-eastern part of Młyny, less than
1km SE of previous stop

granule to pebbly very coarse sand (Fig. 21B), under-

(50° 32´52˝ N; 20° 43´50˝ E; Fig. 17); access by footpath
through private farm.

a transgressive lag of coarse-pebble gravel with small

The small outcrops here – lateral to that at stop A1.7

The overlying pebbly sandstones include an isolated set

– show a regressive shoreface to foreshore succession

of planar cross-strata, ca. 70 cm thick, dipping towards

corresponding to the shoal-water delta and subsequent

the WSW (Fig. 21, log) and probably representing a long-

lowstand phase at the previous locality. The succession

shore bar (see Allen, 1982). The overlying fining-upwards

shows further the record of a brief marine transgression,

sandstones (Fig. 21, log) represent a transgressive shore-

coeval with the drowning of the incised valley at local-

face succession (a relatively rare case, seldom reported

ity A1.7, followed by rapid shoreline progradation coeval

from stratigraphic record, as most marine transgressions

with the advance of Gilbert-type bayhead delta at this

are erosive, rather than depositional).

lain by coarse-sand upper-shoreface deposits (Fig. 21,
log). The foreshore deposits are erosionally overlain by
cobbles and numerous intraformational clasts (Fig. 21C).
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Stop A1.10 Escarpment behind the roadside
inn ‘Leśna Chata’ near Skorzów
(50°31´51˝ N, 20°43´48˝ E; Fig. 22)

eastern tip of a younger spit system formed farther to
the south (Fig. 5D, E). The medium- to coarse-grained,
parallel-stratified sandstones are inclined at 15–18° to the

The outcrop shows regressive shoreface deposits of

ESE and show at least one major surface of erosion and

a wave-worked, shoal-water spit platform at the distal

reactivation (Fig. 23A). Such an unusually high shoreface

Fig. 21. (A) Outcrop photograph and a corresponding interpreted log of the deposits exposed at stop A1.9 (Figs 1B, 17). The yellow measuring stick is 1 m. The numerical values in the log are the strata dip azimuth and angle, and Dmax is the maximum clast size. The close-up

details show: (B) the cross-stratified well-sorted foreshore granule gravel and (C) the weakly planar-stratified transgressive gravel lag
with scattered flat-lying marlstone clasts; the visible part of measuring stick is 5.5 cm.

Fig. 22. Geological map showing detailed location of the field-trip stops A1.10–13 (modified from Instytut Geologiczny, 1961).
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The underlying fine-grained, parallel-stratified and wave-

Stop A1.11 Abandoned quarry 800 m
to the west of stop A1.10
(50°31´52˝ N, 20°43´12˝ E; see Fig. 22); access by footpath
from ‘Leśna Chata’ along a small valley.

ripple cross-laminated sandstones show thin mudstone

The outcrop shows slightly more proximal deposits

interlayers, indicating lower shoreface onto which the spit

of the same late-stage spit system (Fig. 23B). Regres-

system advanced (see Fig. 23B).

sive upper-shoreface sandstones of the spit platform are

inclination is characteristic of spit platforms (see Plate 2B;
Nielsen and Johannessen, 2008). The surface of erosion
and reactivation is attributed to a rare violent storm event.

Fig. 23. (A) Wave-worked upper shoreface sandstones of the ESE-extended spit platform at stop A1.10 (Figs. 1B, 22); the relatively steep
shoreface here was truncated by storm erosion and reactivated by spit re-advance (see the inset plan-view sketch of strata attitude). (B)
Correlation of the spit-platform deposits at stop A1.10 with those at stop A1.11 (Figs 1B, 22), where the spit-ridge foreshore facies overlie spitplatform shoreface sandstones and are transgressively covered by similar shoreface facies. Letter symbols: SFR – surface of forced regression;
TS – transgression surface. (C) Clinoform-bedded lower shoreface deposits at the southern flank of the same spit platform, exposed at stop
A1.13 (Figs 1B, 22); the inset outcrop detail shows wave-worked fine-grained sandstones (s) intercalated with thin mudstone (m) and sporadic
marlstone layers. (D) Correlation of the deposits at stop A1.13 with the upper-shoreface sandstones of spit platform exposed ca. 1.6 km to the
west in the village of Wymysłów (Fig. 22). Land surface images from Google Earth. From Leszczyński and Nemec (2015).
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overlain by spit-ridge pebbly foreshore sandstones (2 m

a local minor fault, are better exposed on the opposite

thick) of the east-advancing spit bar. Foreshore strata

side of the quarry.

are inclined at 15–20° to the ESE, with numerous flat-

Stop A1.13 Sand pit between the villages
of Mikułowice and Zwierzyniec
(50°30´47˝ N; 20°43´27˝ E; Fig. 22), on the W side of main
road 73.

ter (5–10°) reactivation surfaces attributed to storm
wave erosion. A gravel-paved ravinement surface and
transgressive shoreface deposits at the top (Fig. 23B) are
record of marine drowning – coeval with the ultimate

The outcrop (Fig. 23C) shows regressive lower-shoreface

transgression at stop A1.9.

deposits of distal spit platform (Fig. 23D) on the southern

Stop A1.12 Abandoned quarry on the hill Góra
Kamnica north of Szaniec
(50°31´45˝ N; 20°41´23˝ E; Fig. 22); access by a short
(400 m) dirt road to the W of the asphalt road Szaniec–
Młyny

flank of the same spit system as seen at stops A1.10–12 (Fig.

The deposits here represent an early development

horizons rich in terrestrial and freshwater gastropods. The

stage of the same southern spit system (stops A1.10 and

malacofauna comprises aquatic and typical hygrophilous

A1.11), when it was initially dominated by tidal currents

elements from coastal wetland habitats, some xerophilous

(Fig. 5C). The spit-ridge deposits are a succession of

species from dry open environments and gastropods from

medium- to coarse-grained sandstones, ca. 3 m thick,

subtropical woodland (Stworzewicz et al., 2013). The non-

with bidirectional (E–W) dune cross-stratification.

marine fauna was apparently derived from land by rain-

They are underlain by poorly exposed spit-platform

wash and spread episodically by storms and tidal currents.

sandstones inclined eastwards at ca. 10° and showing

The northern Paratethys in mid-Serravalian experienced

plane-parallel stratification with subordinate wave-

the first spell of relatively warm and rainy climatic condi-

ripple cross-lamination and trough cross-stratification.

tions heralding the Tortonian phases of ‘washhouse’

The platform shoreface deposits, apparently uplifted by

climate (Böhme et al., 2008).

22C, D). Characteristic is the unusual steep inclination (up
to 18°) of the fine-grained, parallel-stratified and waveripple cross-laminated sandstones with thin mudstone
interlayers. Microfauna is marine, but the deposits include
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